We consider an interacting nanowire/superconductor heterostructure attached to metallic leads. The device is described by an unusual low-energy model involving spin-1 conduction electrons coupled to a nonlocal spin-1/2 Kondo impurity built from Majorana fermions. The topological origin of the resulting Kondo effect is manifest in distinctive non-Fermi-liquid (NFL) behavior, and the existence of Majorana fermions in the device is demonstrated unambiguously by distinctive conductance lineshapes. We study the physics of the model in detail, using the numerical renormalization group, perturbative scaling and abelian bosonization. In particular, we calculate the full scaling curves for the differential conductance in AC and DC fields, onto which experimental data should collapse. Scattering t-matrices and thermodynamic quantities are also calculated, recovering asymptotes from conformal field theory. We show that the NFL physics is robust to asymmetric Majorana-lead couplings, and here we uncover a duality between strong and weak coupling. The NFL behavior is understood physically in terms of competing Kondo effects. The resulting frustration is relieved by inter-Majorana coupling which generates a second crossover to a regular Fermi liquid.
I. INTRODUCTION
Majorana fermions in superconductor heterostructures are presently the most viable candidates for realizing non-Abelian anyons.
1,2 These emergent objects are zeroenergy modes bound to certain point defects, fractionalising the regular fermionic degrees of freedom. Individual Majoranas can be far apart from each other, so that fermionic modes reconstructed from pairs of Majoranas can be nonlocal in character.
3 Qubits encoding the occupation of such modes are topologically protected from local perturbations, and in consequence could find important application within fault-tolerant quantum computation. 4 Several proposals for realizing the Majorana paradigm are the subject of ongoing experimental study, including heterostructures involving semiconductor nanowires with strong spin-orbit coupling, 5, 6 and those using boundary modes of topological insulators. 7, 8 Much of this experimental work has focused on demonstrating the existence of Majoranas by detecting the zero-bias anomaly in tunneling conductance, predicted from theory. 9 Despite suggestive observations however, unambiguous experimental verification remains elusive because zero-bias peaks can also result from non-Majorana sources.
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Compelling evidence for the existence of Majorana fermions in controllable nanodevices should therefore go beyond a direct spectral measurement, probing instead the topological nature of nonlocal qubits. Most theoretical work in this direction relates to phenomena in noninteracting systems. 11 However, richer physics could be accessible in systems which can host emergent Majorana particles in the presence of strong interactions between the physical electrons.
12-15
One such scenario was considered recently in Ref. 12: Majoranas at the end of nanowires on an interacting superconducting island produce several topological qubits (see Fig. 1 ). A spin-1/2 degree of freedom can be constructed from two such, which may be regarded as a nonlocal 'quantum impurity'. Attaching metallic leads to the device allows this state to be probed by conductance measurement and, importantly, the spin of the nonlocal impurity is then flipped when an electron is transferred from one lead to the other. This gives rise to an effective exchange coupling between the spin-1/2 'impurity' and the conduction electrons (which form a representation of spin-1), resulting in a 'topological Kondo effect'. 12 The low-energy physics is controlled by renormalization group
The minimal topological Kondo setup and the couplings incorporated in the NRG calculations. The figure shows the sketch of a nanowire realization: the central rectangle is a superconducting island, with two nanowires (horizontal bars). The nanowires turn into gapped superconductors in their central segments, the end of which hosts Majorana fermions (dots). The outer portions of the wires are metallic and are coupled to electron reservoirs (outer rectangles). The wire parts separating metallic and superconducting regions have a depletion gap forming a tunnel barrier.
(RG) flow to an intermediate-coupling non-Fermi-liquid (NFL) fixed point, 12 itself related 16, 17 to that of the fourchannel Kondo (4CK) model. 18 This leads to distinctive signatures in physical properties, which could be used in experiment to identify clearly the topological Kondo effect, and hence the underlying existence of Majorana fermions in the device.
In this paper we examine this system in detail, going beyond the previous analysis 12 to calculate the full temperature/energy dependence of physical quantities using the numerical renormalization group (NRG) technique. 19 We focus on the differential conductance in AC and DC fields, relevant to experiment. The lineshapes we obtain recover high-and low-energy asymptotes from CFT, 12 but also contain new information on the entire crossover, which fundamentally encodes the RG flow. Experimental data collected on universal temperature/energy scales should collapse to a part of the full scaling curves presented in this paper, allowing experimental verification of the topological Kondo effect.
Our full NRG calculations also confirm a key prediction of Ref. 12 that the NFL physics is robust to asymmetric Majorana-lead couplings. This property has important implications for the practical viability of the setup, since fine-tuning is not required.
A rather complete picture of the complex physics of this system is obtained from analysis of its thermodynamics and scattering t-matrix. Characteristic properties of the NFL fixed point are found at low temperatures, including an unusual 1 2 ln(3) residual entropy for the Majoranas. Such behavior is similarly obtained at the NFL fixed point of the 4CK model; 20 indeed, asymptotic corrections to fixed point thermodynamics of the form (T /T K ) 2/3 are common to both models. However, the entire crossover highlights differences, which uniquely fingerprint the topological Kondo effect. This is most clearly seen in the experimentally-relevant case of asymmetric Majorana-lead couplings: here the flow is distinct from that of the 4CK model. Furthermore, we uncover a duality between strong and weak coupling, allowing the Kondo scale at strong coupling to be obtained from simple perturbative scaling performed at weak coupling. In all cases, the NFL fixed point is reached at low energiesunlike the 4CK model, which supports a quantum phase transition to an unscreened local moment state.
21
Finally, we consider relevant symmetry-breaking perturbations which do destabilize the NFL fixed point, generating a crossover to the conventional Fermi liquid state. Going beyond Ref. 12 , we identify the coupling between different Majoranas to be one such perturbation. While such a coupling is expected to be very small (suppressed exponentially in the inter-Majorana separation), the resulting Fermi liquid crossover scale T * FL must in fact be much smaller than the Kondo scale T K in order that pristine NFL physics be observed at intermediate tem-
In this case, we show that two successive universal crossovers arise: one to the NFL fixed point, and one away from it. Both crossovers are entirely characteristic of the incipient NFL state.
Given that the Kondo temperature may also be exponentially-small, a real device may have competing T * FL and T K scales. Here, conductance lineshapes obtained from NRG show more complex behavior, which depends on the ratio T
II. DERIVATION OF THE MODEL
We begin by reviewing how the topological Kondo effect arises. 12 The main requirement for the Kondo effect is the coupling of conduction electrons to an impurity with a degenerate ground state. In the topological Kondo context, the impurity is constructed using a superconducting island with Majorana fermions (see Fig. 1 ). The island is of mesoscopic size, characterised by a charg-
, whereN is the number operator for the island electrons and E c is the charging energy. The ground state will be degenerate if there are at least four Majoranas. Focusing on this minimal case (see also Fig. 1 ), if the Majorana wavefunctions do not overlap, each state with a given N , and thus the ground state in particular, is twofold degenerate: the four Majoranas combine into two zero energy fermions with a fixed overall parity (their occupation can be changed only by transferring Cooper pairs to/from the superconducting condensate).
3 It is this degeneracy that leads to an effective spin degeneracy for our Kondo model. If one includes the overlap of Majorana fermions γ j and γ k , the degeneracy is not exact: a "Zeeman" splitting that is exponentially small in the Majoranas' separation arises, given by the termĤ M considered below.
The topological Kondo system is obtained by coupling the island to conduction electrons. In what follows, we focus on the minimal setup sketched in Fig. 1 : we couple three of the four Majorana fermions to single-channel leads of effectively spinless conduction electrons (generated in practice by the application of a large magnetic field or spin-orbit coupling 12 ). The conduction electron spin densities, vital for any Kondo effect, will arise from nonlocal combinations of electron operators of different leads.
12
Working at energy scales much below the superconducting gap, and also much below the energies of any non-Majorana sub gap excitations, the physics is described by the Hamiltonian
HereĤ leads is the Hamiltonian of conduction electrons, with a † k,j creating scattering states (standing waves) of ingoing momentum k in lead j. The termĤ tun describes the low energy coupling between the leads and the island. The operators ψ j correspond to localized conduction electron orbitals at the end of each physical wire,
and the phase exponential exp(±iφ/2) is also an operator, ensuring charge conservation by changing N → N ± 1. To obtainĤ tun , one expresses the electron operator on the island as
[where ξ j (x) are the Majorana wavefunctions and ψ >,S (x) is the piece of the electron operator with positive energy BCS excitations], and writes down the usual hopping terms ∼ ψ † S (x j )ψ j + h.c. (where x j is the tunneling point in terms of the coordinates on the island). Below the energy scale of the superconducting gap, as discussed above, the ψ >,S (x) piece can be neglected, which leads to Eq. 5.
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The key difference between the topological Kondo problem of Ref. 12 and Eq. (1) is that the former includes only the local couplings t ii , while here we also consider the nonlocal t i =j and h jk terms. Of course, due to the well-localized nature of the Majorana wavefunctions ξ j (x), these are exponentially suppressed with the inter-Majorana distance, |t i =j |, |h jk | t ii . (We chose the phase of the electron operators so that t ii > 0.) At the lowest energy scales, as we will show, they will nevertheless lead to interesting, qualitatively new features.
On energy scales much lower than the charging energy E c , if |t ij | E c one can simplify the model by a standard Schrieffer-Wolff transformation. 22 Here it is convenient to assume that the charging term ofĤ c is tuned to the middle of a Coulomb blockade valley 23 where Ĥ c = 0 for some N ; by considering virtual excitations to states of island charge N ± 1, one obtainŝ
in which repeated indices are summed over. (We add that h jk type contributions are also generated by the t i =j couplings; these have been absorbed into the second term.) Using now that the Majorana bilinears γ 1 γ 2 , γ 2 γ 3 and γ 3 γ 1 (the only independent ones due to the zero-mode parity constraint) form a spin-
the effective model can be written in the form,Ĥ SW = H leads +Ĥ K + δĤ. The conduction electron Hamiltonian H leads is given in Eq. (3), and the Kondo coupling term is
whereÎ α is a spin-1 operator for the lead electrons,
and the positive couplings λ αα ∼ αjk t jj t kk /E c . For δĤ = 0, Eq. (9) can thus be viewed as an (anisotropic) Kondo model involving a spin-1 2 'impurity' coupled to spin-1 conduction electrons.
12,16
Non-local couplings t i =j , h jk , to leading order in exponentially small quantities, generate the term
HereÎ
β ] ab ψ b are the five components of a spin-2 density where J (2) β are elementary symmetric real matrices, and the real coupling constants are λ αβ ∼ λ αβ ∼ |t i =j |t jj /E c , and h α ∼ αij h ij .
A. Simplification to the axial-symmetric limit While the full model described by Eq. (9)-Eq. (11) can in principle be treated by the NRG (to be described later), the calculations are computationally rather expensive. There are two reasons for this: only the total charge is a conserved quantum number, and the Hamiltonian matrix has complex elements. The model as written also contains a large number of parameters, and one cannot hope to examine its full parameter space exhaustively.
We therefore adopt the following simplifications. For much of the paper, we focus on δĤ = 0, to identify and understand the universal physics arising from the topological Kondo effect of Eq. (9) . To simplify the calculations, we now assume t 11 = t 22 , and imaginary t 12 = −t 21 . This leads to a residual 'axial symmetry' around axis 3, as will be discussed in due course, which allows the calculations to be performed with real matrix elements and exploiting the conservation of an additional, overall S z quantum number.
To obtain a handle on the key effects of the perturbation δĤ, one can focus on the non-local couplings arising from the exponentially small overlap between Majoranas γ 1 and γ 2 alone. This simplifies the model considerably, as it can then be shown that the first term in Eq. (11) is then absent. We leave a study of the more general case to future work; our expectation is that the remaining perturbations we keep in δĤ are sufficient to understand the essential effects of non-local couplings between the Majoranas: namely that if the non-local couplings are made sufficiently small, the universal non-Fermi-liquid physics of the model persists above a low-energy crossover scale set by the size of δĤ (see Sec. VI).
With these simplifications in place, we employ a unitary transformation of the lead operators to a basis labeled by the conduction electron spin projection, m = −1, 0, +1, viz,
The lead Hamiltonian then follows simply asĤ leads = k,m k c † k,m c k,m . Localized orbitals in the new basis are defined as
in terms of which the spin-1 ladder operatorsÎ ± =Î x ± iÎ y of the lead electrons arê
withŜ ± =Ŝ x ± iŜ y andŜ z spin-1 2 operators for the 'impurity' as before.
The dependence of the four coupling constants in Eq. (15) on the original model parameters is generally non-trivial. Since the aim of this work is to examine the universal physics of the model and understand the basic effect of non-local couplings between Majoranas, we shall treat the coupling constants of Eq. (15) as the bare model parameters of interest. With this in mind, we make one final simplification: we set h z = 0. Since a Zeeman term is associated with the same effective time-reversal symmetry breaking as setting J a ⊥ = J b ⊥ , the basic effect of this symmetry breaking can be probed by considering the latter alone.
To calculate thermodynamic and dynamical properties of Eq. (15), we employ the NRG, a powerful nonperturbative method which yields numerically-exact results over a wide range of temperature/energy scales. The general procedure for calculating thermodynamics is explained fully in the review of Ref. 19 , to which we refer the reader for further details.
The key approximation in NRG is a logarithmic discretization of the conduction electron densities of states. Since we focus on the universal physics of the model here, it suffices to consider equivalent symmetric bands, each with constant density of states ρ = 1/(2D) over a bandwidth 2D. These are discretized and transformed into semi-infinite 1d tight-binding 'Wilson chains',
where the impurity couples only to the 'zero-orbital' f m,0 ≡ f m , as defined in Eq. (13) . The logarithmic discretization means that the Wilson chain hoppings t p decrease exponentially down the chain, rendering the problem amenable to an iterative solution in which highenergy states are successively discarded as more Wilson chain orbitals are added. 19 Dynamics are calculated within the complete Anders-Schiller basis, 25 using the 'full density matrix' approach. 26 In practice we exploit the U (1) symmetries of Eq. (15) (overall charge and S z conservation). We use a discretization parameter Λ = 3, and retain at most 10000 states at each iteration. The results of 8 separate calculations with different discretization 'slide parameter' are combined to obtain highly accurate dynamics.
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III. FIXED POINTS AND SYMMETRIES
Before presenting numerical results, we first identify and discuss the fixed points of the model, Eq. (15), and consider the RG flows between them. We begin with the axial symmetric limit J At high energies, the physics of the model is controlled by the local moment (LM) fixed point, obtained by set- (15) . At the fixed point itself, the spinŜ (the 'impurity') decouples from the three conduction electron channels, to give 22 an 'impurity entropy' S imp = ln 2 and Curie law magnetic susceptibility T χ imp = 1 4 (we use units where k B ≡ 1 and (gµ B )
2 ≡ 1 throughout). Near the fixed point, antiferromagnetic exchange coupling is (marginally) relevant, and its effect can be understood using Anderson's poor man's scaling 12, 28 (i.e. perturbative RG) to obtain flow equations for the renormalized couplings as the effective bandwidth/energy scale is reduced. Defining dimensionless running couplings j ⊥ = ρJ a ⊥ = ρJ b ⊥ , j z = ρJ z , and withD the running UV cutoff, second-order poor man's scaling gives
These equations are precisely those obtained for the spin-1 2 anisotropic Kondo model, with a single spinful conduction electron channel. 22 The initial RG flow is therefore similar to that of the regular Kondo problem: weak antiferromagnetic bare couplings begin to grow as the temperature/energy scale is reduced, showing up in physical quantities such as the conduction electron t matrix and conductance as slow inverse-logarithmic tails at high energies.
22,29
In the antiferromagnetic one-channel Kondo problem, it is well known 22 that RG flows tend ultimately to a stable, isotropic strong coupling (SC) fixed point, describing the Kondo singlet at very low energies. [This conclusion is naturally beyond the scope of the perturbative scaling analysis, but has been established by exact methods including NRG 19 and the Bethe ansatz. 30, 31 ] An isotropic SC fixed point also exists for Eq. (15), obtained by setting (15) and t 0 = 0 in Eq. (16) (which decouples the three leads subject to a π/2 phase shift). But in contrast to the conventional Kondo model, this SC fixed point is unstable. The reason is that the decoupled subsystem comprising the impurity and the three f m 'zero orbitals' has degenerate ground states with local charge n SC = m f † m f m = 1 and 2, which are connected by a relevant perturbation of the form
In the conventional Kondo model, there is no such internal structure at the SC fixed point: the strong coupling state is an 'inert' singlet and no such relevant perturbations around the fixed point are possible. With both LM and SC fixed points unstable when J a ⊥ = J b ⊥ , one anticipates the existence of a stable fixed point at intermediate coupling. This intermediate coupling fixed point was shown to be stable within a form of the Toulouse limit for a model with axial symmetry. 16 A full CFT 33 analysis of the problem was recently performed, 12 establishing that this overscreened NFL fixed point is robust to breaking exchange isotropy (λ 11 = λ 22 = λ 33 ) or, equivalently, to asymmetries of the local couplings t jj in the original model of Eq. (1).
Further insight into the model can be obtained by noting that the spin sector of the model, Eq. (15), is identical to that of the four-channel Kondo (4CK) model. 16, 17, 34 The physics near the intermediate coupling fixed point therefore has many common features with that of the 4CK effect. The latter has been studied using the Bethe ansatz 20 and boundary CFT, 33 which predict for example a residual impurity entropy S imp = ln √ 3 and NFL low-temperature behavior such as a divergent susceptibility χ imp ∼ T −1/3 . As these thermodynamic quantities originate from the spin sector, the same behavior is expected for the topological Kondo effect studied here. But crucially, the remaining sectors of the two models are distinct. The realization of the NFL fixed point with a spin-1 conduction band changes certain key physical properties, as we will illustrate through our calculation of the scattering t-matrix (see Sec. IV C). Moreover, although the fixed points of Eq. (15) and the 4CK model are similar, the RG flows between them are also quite different, as we shall discuss in Sec. V.
Upon including non-local couplings t i =j , we perturb the fixed point studied in Ref. 12 in an as-yet unexplored manner. These perturbations lead to qualitative changes: since they introduce complex couplings in Eq. (7), they break the effective time-reversal invariance 12 responsible for the stability of the NFL fixed point. But if these couplings are sufficiently small (see Sec. VI for a precise definition of 'small'), the NFL behavior will persist down to an energy scale T * FL , before the symmetry-breaking becomes important and deviations occur.
In terms of the simplified model under consideration in this work, Eq. (15), the non-local couplings manifest themselves in two ways. As discussed in Sec. II, they introduce an effective magnetic field h z (neglected here, as explained in Sec. II A) and they lead to J
To understand the effect of the latter further, we can rewrite Eq. (15) 
and J 
IV. NRG RESULTS FOR THE CHANNEL-ISOTROPIC LIMIT
We begin by examining the physics when
e. equal local couplings, λ αα = λ in Eq. (9)]. Here the model has full SU (2) spin symmetry, with each screening channel coupled equivalently to the central impurity spin. As mentioned in Sec. III, our model Eq. (15) in this limit has the same NFL fixed point as the 4CK model, and is therefore expected to show similar lowenergy physics. 16, 17, 34 This is confirmed below. We also look beyond the low-energy regime, calculating exactly with NRG the full universal crossover behavior of the thermodynamics and dynamics. 
A. Thermodynamics
The RG flow associated with the isotropic model is seen most vividly in the 'impurity entropy' as a function of temperature, S imp (T ), defined as the difference in entropy betweenĤ andĤ leads . The Kondo temperature, T K , sets the scale for universal flow from the LM fixed point to the NFL fixed point. In practice, we define it numerically via S imp (T K ) = Numerical results for any choice of the bare parameter ρJ then collapse onto a single universal scaling curve when plotted in terms of T /T K . This scaling curve is shown in Fig. 2(a) .
The general form of the entropy scaling curve for the model Eq. (15) in the isotropic limit is indeed as one would expect for the 4CK model: a crossover on the scale of T K from the LM fixed point with S imp (T ) = ln 2 to the NFL fixed point, with residual T = 0 entropy 20, 33 S imp = ln √ 3 0.55 (this non-trivial value is reproduced very accurately in our NRG calculations). Behavior in the vicinity of the fixed point is characteristic of the nonFermi-liquid physics, with leading corrections in the low- Fig. 2(b) by comparison to the dashed line. This behavior arises in the 4CK model 20, 33 due to a leading irrelevant operator of scaling dimension 4/3. The leading irrelevant operator at the NFL fixed point of Eq. (9) was identified in Ref. 12 , and has the same scaling dimension. 
B. Kondo temperature
Having examined the universal thermodynamics as a function of T /T K , we now consider the dependence of the Kondo temperature, T K , on the coupling strength, J. The asymptotic behaviour for small ρJ can be obtained by applying perturbative scaling 28 to Eq. (15), which yields
to third-order. This result is tested and confirmed in Fig. 3 , where we plot ln(T K /D) vs 1/ρJ [points obtained by NRG, dashed line is Eq. (21)]. It is worth pointing out here that Eq. (21) is also obtained for the 4CK model from perturbative scaling, suggesting that the RG flow from the (same) LM to NFL fixed points in the two models are rather similar, at least for small ρJ.
For comparison, the second-order perturbative scaling result,
, is plotted as the dotted line in Fig. 3 . At this level one does not obtain the prefactor (ρJ) 2 in front of the exponential in Eq. (21); from the figure it is clear that this prefactor has a rather strong influence on the Kondo scale for moderate values of ρJ.
C. Scattering t-matrix
We turn now to the dynamics of the model Eq. (15), about which far less is currently known. Asymptotic behavior near the NFL fixed point of the 4CK model has been extracted using CFT, 33 but full crossover functions for either model have not previously been calculated.
The scattering t matrix is a central quantity of interest, which contains rich information about the RG flow and underlying physics. It describes scattering between eigenstates of the disconnected leads, induced by the 'impurity', and is thus defined for a given channel, m, in terms of the retarded Green function for conduction electrons in that channel,
Equations of motion 39 for the Fourier transformed Green function, G kk ,m (ω), then yield directly
is the Green function of the free leads in the absence of the impurity. τ kk ,m (ω) is the t matrix, which contains information about electronic correlations and the Kondo effect. We consider its spectrum,
Note that, although t m (ω) is defined in terms of the lead operators in the rotated basis of Eq. (15), it also describes scattering in the physical basis of Eq. (9). This follows because the transformation Eq. (12b) is trivial for m = 0 so that, from Eqns. (22)- (24), the t matrix of the physical lead j = 3 is simply given by that for channel m = 0 in the rotated basis. Then, channel isotropy implies that the t matrices for all physical and rotated channels are identical. In practice we calculate the single t matrix from t m=0 (ω) with NRG. Details can be found in Appendix A.
The universal RG flow between the LM and NFL fixed points is naturally reflected in the T = 0 spectrum t m (ω), the scaling curve for which we show in Fig. 4 in terms of |ω|/T K (solid line obtained by NRG). The full crossover can be understood in terms two asymptotic limits. The high-frequency 'tail' in t m (ω), obtained for |ω|/T K 1, is associated with simple perturbative scattering of conduction electrons from the spin-1 2 impurity local moment. The resulting behavior of the spectrum (which is common to all problems in which local moment physics plays a key role), takes the form
with a and b constants. A fit to this form is shown as the dotted line in Fig. 4 , which our exact numerics approach asymptotically for |ω|/T K 1. In the opposite regime |ω|/T K 1, the t matrix has the characteristic behavior
with t m (0) = 1 2 . This power-law form is as predicted by CFT: generally one expects t m (ω) − t m (0) ∼ (|ω|/T K )
x−1 , with x the scaling dimension of the leading irrelevant operator near the stable fixed point; here, x = 4/3, 12 thus yielding Eq. (26) . Excellent agreement between Eq. (26) (dot-dashed line in Fig. 4 ) and the exact NRG result is found over a wide range of energies.
As pointed out earlier, the t-matrix exemplifies certain key differences between the low energy physics of the 4CK and the present model. This is seen immediately in the zero-frequency values: for the 4CK model, CFT predicts The inset of Fig. 4 compares the universal scaling spectrum of the t matrix for Eq. (15) (solid line) to that known for the regular one-channel Kondo (1CK) model (dashed line), both plotted as t m (ω)/t m (0) for ease of comparison. 40 The two curves are strikingly different: the crossover from the high-frequency tails to the lowfrequency power-law is much sharper in the 1CK case than for the present model. This is consistent with the very different leading corrections to the stable fixed points of the two models. Fermi-liquid theory for the 1CK model predicts 22 the ubiquitous quadratic approach to the Fermi level value, t
2 , as compared to the slower NFL corrections of Eq. (26).
D. Linear conductance
Finally, we consider the zero-bias differential conductance -the central quantity of experimental relevance: measuring this simply amounts to measuring a current in one of the leads as a response to infinitesimally small voltages.
We employ the Kubo formalism 41 to obtain an expression amenable to treatment within NRG (see Appendix B for details). Our focus is the conductance in an AC field. As such, we assume that the system is in equilibrium at time t = −∞, with all three leads at a common chemical potential µ = 0. The chemical potential of lead β is then given a time dependence µ β (t) = eV β cos(ωt), switched on adiabatically from t = −∞. Denoting the total electronic number operator of lead α byN α , the current I α (t; ω) = e d dtN α flowing into lead α has reached an oscillatory steady state by time t = 0. The dimensionless AC conductance tensor is then defined as
∂I α (t = 0; ω) ∂V β (27) which holds at any temperature T . On taking the ω → 0 limit one obtains the static conductance, in response to a DC voltage µ β (t) = eV β switched on adiabatically from t = −∞.
In the channel-isotropic limit under consideration in this section, the off-diagonal elements G αβ (ω) for α = β are identical by symmetry. Moreover, as shown in Appendix B, they are related to the diagonal elements by
Physically, the minus sign reflects the fact that a positive bias applied to lead β produces net current flow from lead β to leads α = β -i.e., positive current towards lead α and negative current towards lead β. The entire conductance tensor is thus fully determined by a single element; we calculate G 10 (ω; T ) explicitly below. As one would expect from the preceding results, we find from NRG that G 10 (ω) is a universal function of ω/T K at any given temperature T /T K . The main panel of Fig. 5 shows the scaling form of G 10 (ω) vs |ω|/T K both at zero temperature, and for a range of temperatures T /T K = 10
x with integral x = −4 → +4, increasing in the direction of the arrow.
As with the t matrix, the form of G 10 (ω) at T = 0 can be understood in terms of its |ω| ≶ T K asymptotes. At high frequencies, one observes conductance signatures characteristic of spin-flip scattering of conduction electrons from an asymptotically-free impurity spin, again of the form
as confirmed by comparison to the dotted line in the main panel of Fig. 5 . On the scale of |ω| ∼ T K , RG flow toward the NFL fixed point results in an enhancement of the conductance. At low frequencies |ω| T K , corrections to the NFL fixed point yield characteristic power-law behavior,
with G 10 (0, 0) = Fig. 5 . 42 We note that the leading correction here is of the form (|ω|/T K ) 2/3 -different from the (|ω|/T K ) 1/3 behavior observed for the t matrix, see Eq. (26) . This difference is understood by a simple extension of the CFT arguments given in Ref. 12: perturbation theory around the NFL fixed point in the leading irrelevant operator yields corrections to the conductance which vanish to first order, by symmetry. The expected (|ω|/T K ) 1/3 behavior is thus replaced by leading secondorder corrections of the form in Eq. (31) .
The same basic crossover is observed in the static DC conductance, G We find that the low-temperature behavior of G . For comparison we also show the universal conductance of the 1CK model (dashed line). As for the t matrix in Fig. 4 , the crossover in the conductance of the present model is much less rapid than for the 1CK model, and should prove useful as a means of identifying the topological Kondo effect experimentally.
On that note, we end this section with a further comment. While Eqs. (30) and (31) do describe the behavior of the full conductance crossover at high and low energies, in fact they do so only at very high and low energies, respectively. The power-law form of Eq. (31) is seen only when |ω|/T K 10 −2 ; and the log-tails of Eq. (30) are approached only for |ω|/T K 10 3 . Depending on the value of the Kondo temperature, T K , in a real experiment, it seems unlikely that either or both of these asymptotes could be robustly observed, given experimental limitations (or the presence of non-universal effects and perturbations -see also Sec. VI). Any positive identification of the precise nature of the topological Kondo effect is therefore likely to require a more detailed comparison of the experimental conductances with the full crossover curves from NRG. (However, its existence can be demonstrated through the qualitative signature pointed out in Ref. 12 : by removing any one of the three leads, all signs of the Kondo effect, including the upturn of the conductance, should disappear.)
V. NRG RESULTS IN THE ANISOTROPIC CASE
The above discussion has focussed on the isotropic limit of the model. In this section we consider the effect of breaking full SU(2) spin symmetry, introducing anisotropy of the form (15) this corresponds physically to changing the Majoranalead coupling in one of the channels. The model still possesses an axial symmetry in this case, although the same fundamental physics described below is expected even when the couplings in all three channels are distinct, as pointed out in Ref. 12 . Indeed, preliminary NRG calculations in the case of full anisotropy, do indicate that the physics is robust.
As mentioned in Sec. III, the NFL fixed point is not destabilized by lowering the symmetry in this way (the spin anisotropy is RG irrelevant, meaning that the NFL fixed point itself is isotropic). 12 The stability of the NFL fixed point does not itself rule out a quantum phase transition 21 on tuning the ratio J z /J ⊥ ; however, as shown below, we do find the low-temperature fixed point in all cases to be the NFL fixed point and hence the physics of the model to be robust to breaking the channel isotropy. We first address this point in more detail, before moving on to discussing further predictions on experimental aspects.
A. Kondo temperature
It is instructive to examine how the Kondo temperature T K varies with the parameters of our effective model, Eq. (15), in the general axial-symmetric case. In Fig. 6 we plot T K as a function of ρJ z for various fixed ρJ ⊥ > 0.
The low ρJ z ( 1) behavior, seen most clearly in Fig. 6  (a) , can be understood using perturbative scaling. As mentioned in Sec. III, to second-order this yields scaling equations for Eq. (15) that are identical to the regular spin-1 2 Kondo model. 12 The equations can be solved 44, 45 to give
where with
When ρJ z 1, there is excellent agreement between exact NRG results for T K (points) and Eq. (33a) [solid lines, panel (a)]. In each case, we have adjusted the constant c to fit the data, implying a weak dependence on ρJ ⊥ of the pre-exponential factor in Eq. (33a), obtained to higher order in perturbative scaling.
When ρJ z becomes large, the perturbative treatment naturally breaks down. As seen from NRG results in Fig. 6 , the Kondo temperature in fact passes through a maximum at ρJ z ∼ 1, and then decreases rapidly as ρJ z is further increased. Specifically, we find from NRG for ρJ z 1 that,
which is plotted for comparison as the dashed lines in Fig. 6 (b) . On extrapolating this result, we conclude that that T K remains finite for any ρJ z (provided ρJ ⊥ > 0). (We have also performed a direct survey of the parameter space of the model to substantiate this conclusion further.) As such, while the Kondo temperature is very small for large ρJ z , there is always overscreening of the 'impurity' for antiferromagnetic ρJ z . The latter point may not be surprising at first sight. However, in the case of the 4CK model (with the same low-energy NFL fixed point), the ground state is a free local moment state for a sufficiently large, antiferromagnetic ρJ z . 21 The argument involves a mapping between the positive and negative J z sectors, and hence the transition for antiferromagnetic ρJ z is effectively the same Kosterlitz-Thouless transition well known to arise in the ferromagnetic case. 21 The absence of such a transition here reflects that, while the fixed points of the two models are the same, the RG flows between these fixed points are very different in the general case of exchange anisotropy (c.f. the discussion of Sec. IV B).
Further analytical insight is obtained by applying the abelian bosonization technique of Ref. 21 to the present problem. We predict a duality in Eq. (15):
with ξ = (2/π) 2 0.41. This result does not hold ubiquitously, however, as the bosonization argument requires that ρJ ⊥ ρJ z and ρJ ⊥ ξ/(ρJ z ). To understand the effect of these constraints, it is convenient to define the quantity
from which it follows simply that Eq. (35) holds when
and thus becomes most valid when |ν| → 0, i.e. ρJ z ∼ √ ξ 0.64. Equation (35) is consistent with the absence of a transition for antiferromagnetic J z since, in contrast to the 4CK model, 21 the duality does not change the sign of the exchange coupling and therefore does not map the ferromagnetic Kosterlitz-Thouless transition of the model onto the antiferromagnetic side. Instead it simply maps small J z to large J z ; in this sense it is similar to the duality inherent to the two-channel Kondo (2CK) model. 
with u a constant: this form agrees very well with our NRG results when Eq. (37) is satisfied, albeit with a slightly adjusted ξ 0.37. A fit of Eq. (41) to NRG data for ρJ ⊥ = 0.001 is shown in Fig. 6 (c) as the dot-dashed line.
The duality ρJ z ↔ ξ/(ρJ z ) also sheds light on Eq. (34). For J ⊥ J z 1, the perturbative scaling result of Eq. (33) is valid, and can be expanded to give
for ln(ρJ ⊥ ) ln(ρJ z ), such that
with v a constant. But since ln(ρJ ⊥ ) ln(ρJ z ) it follows from Eq. (37) that the duality of Eq. (35) holds, and hence
for ρJ z 1. This recovers Eq. (34), with f (ρJ ⊥ ) = − ln(ρJ ⊥ )/ξ asymptotically for small ρJ ⊥ .
B. Physical quantities
In addition to the results above, we have calculated the t matrices when J ⊥ = J z . On lowering the channel symmetry we find as expected that t 1 (ω) = t −1 (ω) = t 0 (ω). Specifically, the high-frequency logarithmic tails of the t matrices still take the form of Eq. (25) but with different constants. At frequencies |ω| T K , however, we find that the t matrices fall onto the same universal curve as in Fig. 4 . This reflects an emergent channel symmetry at the NFL fixed point.
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Similar behavior is naturally found when examining the AC conductance. We thus conclude that channel isotropy would not be required in order to observe the non-Fermi-liquid physics of the model described in Sec. IV.
VI. FERMI-LIQUID CROSSOVER
Finally, we consider breaking the axial symmetry of Eq. (15) system to a strong coupling, Fermi-liquid (FL) ground state. In this section we confirm this explicitly using NRG. Although even tiny perturbations destabilize the NFL fixed point, NFL physics may still be observable at finite energies/temperatures.
In Fig. 7 we show NRG results for the impurity entropy, with J CFT allows one to identify relevant operators in the channel sector which have the same symmetry as the
Owing to axial symmetry, there is one such operator at the NFL fixed point with scaling dimension x = 1/3. This dimension implies that the Fermi-liquid crossover scale has a power-law dependence,
which should apply when δ acts as a perturbation to the NFL fixed point -i.e., when there is good scale separation T * FL T K . Indeed, this result is confirmed in the inset to when there is good scale separation T * FL T K , thermodynamics at higher temperatures T T * FL are essentially indistinguishable from the case δ = 0 (where the NFL fixed point is stable down to T = 0). The topological Kondo effect could thus be identifiable in this regime, even when symmetry-breaking perturbations act. Indeed, at lower temperatures, the subsequent Fermi-liquid crossover is wholly characteristic of flow from the unstable NFL fixed point, and exhibits universal scaling in terms of T /T * FL . Thus, flow away from the NFL fixed point due to symmetry-breaking perturbations could also be used to identify the topological Kondo effect. Dynamics of the model when J . The corresponding t matrices for δ = 0 are shown as the dashed line (these are identical by symmetry in this isotropic limit). Here, T * FL is sufficiently small that the NFL fixed point strongly affects the RG flow and resulting t matrix lineshapes. When there is good scale separation, we find for T * FL |ω| T K the asymptotic behavior of
(47) The behavior of t 0 (ω) is consistent with first-order corrections from the relevant operator mentioned above, while the deviations of t +1 (ω) and t −1 (ω) appear to arise at the second-order level. Interestingly, in the basis of Eq. (12), the t matrix in channel m = 0 is essentially indistinguishable from the δ = 0 case for energies |ω| T * FL , and we
At lower energies |ω| T * FL , the perturbation δ = 0 grows under RG and becomes large, causing deviation from this behavior. Near the Fermi-liquid fixed point we instead find for δ > 0 that
(48) This is characteristic of standard strong coupling Kondo physics in leads m = 0 and m = +1, with lead m = −1 decoupling asymptotically. The roles of m = ±1 are reversed when δ < 0, since the Kondo effect then takes place with leads m = 0 and m = −1. The t matrices thus indicate directly which channels are participating in the Kondo effect at the SC fixed point, and support the physical picture discussed in Sec. III.
The low-energy crossover to the SC fixed point (and the associated 'window' of non-Fermi-liquid behavior) is also seen in the AC conductance, shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 8 for the same parameters as the t matrices discussed above. We find asymptotically that
(49) Interestingly, G 10 → 0 as |ω| → 0 here, despite the fact that channels m = 0 and +1 form a Kondo singlet with the central impurity spin for δ > 0 (typically the Kondo effect results in a zero-bias enhancement of conductance). The vanishing conductance G 10 (0) = 0 (between channels m = 0 and +1), is in fact due to the decoupling of the third channel, m = −1, at the strong coupling fixed point. This can be understood by the following physical argument: an electron tunneling from lead m = 0 to +1 requires (by conservation of total S z ) to flip the impurity spin from σ =↑ to ↓. Further electronic transport is now blocked, since the impurity mediates the current between all channels, and is already in the σ =↓ configuration. Only when lead m = −1 is coupled in can a finite conductance result: the σ =↑ impurity configuration can be restored (thus 'resetting' the system) by a tunneling process from m = −1 to 0. The Fermi-liquid ground state of the model (arising from any inter-Majorana coupling) thus inevitably results in vanishing conductance; although of course signatures of criticality and non-Fermi-liquid physics may appear at finite temperatures. Naturally, similar results are obtained for G 00 (ω) = −G 10 (ω) − G −10 (ω).
One might ask how the results above change when the non-local perturbations are larger, e.g. of order T K or more. In this case, the NFL fixed point (characterized by fractional power-law behaviour) seen on decreasing ω or T will of course not be directly observable. The system will flow away to the SC fixed point on the energy scale of the perturbations, and hence the conductance will drop to zero before the power-law behavior is reached. But the key signature of the topological Kondo effect itself-the approach to the NFL fixed point, characterized by the low frequency/temperature conductance peak-could still be observable for such large perturbations. This is aided by the fact that the approach to the NFL fixed point is very slow (compared to that of the conventional Kondo effect, see Fig. 5 ), taking place over a very wide energy range that starts several orders of magnitude above T K .
VII. CONCLUSION
We have analyzed in detail the physics of the minimal topological Kondo setup of Fig. 1 , starting from its most symmetric limit of a spin-1 2 Kondo impurity coupled isotropically to spin−1 conduction electrons, gradually breaking its symmetries, and then including the small nonlocal couplings not considered in Ref. 12 . Using the NRG, we have obtained accurate results for the model, including directly-measurable quantities such as the differential conductance, on energy scales ranging over many orders of magnitude.
The spin-isotropic limit of the model displays a universal crossover from local moment to non Fermi liquid fixed points, the latter being characterised by non-trivial power-law corrections to the low-temperature/frequency physics. Since the spin sector of the present model is the same as that of the four-channel Kondo model, many of the full crossover curves we have calculated here tend toward known asymptotes for the latter model. On the other hand, quantities depending on the details of the charge and orbital sectors, such as the scattering t-matrix and differential conductance, show quite distinct physics.
Focussing on the differential conductance, we showed that this has characteristic logarithmic tails at high energies, which cross over to power-law behavior with exponent 2/3 at low energies, 12 as shown in Fig. 5 . The NRG results show that the power law scaling sets in for energy scales |ω| 10 −2 T K and the logarithmic tails require |ω| 10 3 T K . Depending on the value of the Kondo temperature, observing either or both of these asymptotes might be difficult in experiment. The universal scaling curve (in terms of |ω|/T K ) obtained here by NRG, with its far broader domain than those of the asymptotes, is therefore indispensable for full quantitative comparisons to experiments.
We find, as predicted in Ref. 12 , that the physics of the model is robust to exchange anisotropy (which would arise physically due to differences between the tunnel couplings in the device). Furthermore, we found that the small and large J z regimes are related by a duality when J ⊥ is sufficiently weak. This duality is reminiscent of that seen in the two-channel Kondo model, 46 and enables analytical weak-coupling perturbative scaling results to be carried over to the large-J z regime.
Including non-local coupling between the Majoranas breaks the effective time-reversal symmetry of the model, causing a crossover ultimately to the strong coupling, Fermi liquid fixed point. As long as the perturbations are sufficiently weak that the energy scale T * FL of the Fermi liquid crossover is T * FL T K , data collapse onto the scaling curve of the unperturbed problem for a wide range of energies |ω| > T K , see Fig. 8 . In this case, the NFL to Fermi liquid crossover itself also has its own universal scaling curve in terms of |ω|/T * FL , providing another signature of the NFL physics.
For larger perturbations, of order T K and above, the NFL fixed point will not be approached so closely. But even in this situation, part of the slow crossover from the local moment to NFL fixed point could potentially be observed in experiment, thus providing a signature of the topological Kondo effect-and hence the existence of Majorana fermions-in a real device. 
To check this sign, one can examine the DC limit. Using Eq. (B3) with ω → 0, a positive bias applied to lead α will raise its chemical potential, such that the current into lead α obtained from Eq. (B4) [and hence the conductance from Eq. (B9)] should indeed be negative.
Symmetries of the conductance
For specificity we focus on a particular off-diagonal element, G 13 (ω) of the conductance tensor. As explained below, in the axial-symmetric limit of the model it has the convenient properties of a) being the same in both bases, and b) being proportional also to the diagonal element G 33 (ω).
We denote byN α andN m the number operators for the leads in the physical basis of Eq. (9) and the transformed basis of Eq. (15), respectively. It is straightforward to show thatN
It thus follows from eqns. (B11) and (B14) that G 10 (ω) + G −10 (ω) = G 13 (ω) + G 23 (ω) (B19a) G 00 (ω) = G 33 (ω).
where G αβ (ω) and G nm (ω) denote the conductance in the physical and transformed bases, respectively.
Two sets of further results hold in each basis: axial symmetry implies that G 10 (ω) = G −10 (ω), (B20a)
while current conservation means that [Here, the minus signs reflect that, for a particular bias applied to lead 0, the currents flowing from the 'impurity' to leads 1 and 0 will be in opposite directions, and the inequality is obtained from Eq. (B17).] The single quantity G 10 (ω) thus provides a useful handle on the conductance of the model in both bases.
In the fully isotropic limit of the model, Eq. (B22) can of course be extended by symmetry: the full tensors G and G are identical, with
